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Ne\N Mexico

Students have until Friday,
Sept. 17 to drop a class
without a grade or change
grading option.

DAILY
Tuesday, September 7, 1976 ·

Carter 'One of the Meanest,'
Thompson Tells Crowd at U.
By Robert Grebe
He came in late wearing a sportshirt that was
half-way unbuttoned, blue slacks and' white lowcut sneakers. A tan tote-bag hung from his
shoulder. His strides were bouncy and charged. He
looked like a pro-basketball player, but the loaded
cigarette holder in one hand and whiskey and
water in the other assured the audience he was Dr.
Hunter S. Thompson.

Ali and Hell's Angel Sonny Barger. He said they
were the three meanest men he had ever met.
"Carter will make a good President," he said,
"but he will have to be kept under control, or he
will make Richard Nixon look like a housewife
from Peoria." He said he wouldn't vote for Carter
because Carter saw no difference between the
Supreme Court of Justice Warren Berger and that
of Justice Earl Warren.
Thompson said, "There's no way that Ford can
The author and gonzo journalist spoke, or as he
come from behind to win the election. He's too
put it "raved," in Popejoy Hall Thursday night. A
dumb to come from anywhere."
near-capacity crowd questioned him on topics
He said he liked Eugene McCarthy because he
ranging between the Hell's Angels and President
wasn't
like a politician. He added that this alone
Ford.
would
keep
him from the Presidency.
Thompson said he planned to tape the upcoming
The
public
should not expect saviour qualities
Ford-Carter debates for Eugene McCarthy to
from
any
president,
Thompson said. The president
challenge CBS' copyright claim to the debates.
should
only
act
as
a
business manager and should
In a telephone interview Friday, McCarthy
not be allowed to run for re-election, he said.
denied that Thompson was acting as an agent for
Thompson, who ducked behind the lectern
him, but said he may use the tapes in his campaign.
Thompson said he was quitting for good his post. several times to refill his glass, said he had no
message for anyone. He said, "It's wierd to come
as national affairs editor for Rolling Stone
here from Austin on the way to Colorado and get a
magazine.
He denied that he had ever endorsed Jimmy thousand dollars to stand here. But since I'm paid
Carter, but said he liked Carter and believed he to stand up here, I have to figure something out to
would win the election. He described Carter as a say. You can shoot me if you want to but shoot
high roller with much personal focus and in- straight, don't wing me."
See review of Thompson's speech on page 13.
telligence and compared Carter with Mohammed

Small Shop Beckons Bored

SUB Offers Crafts Area
By Elizabeth Budd
Tucked away in a corner of the
student union basement is a unique
place for unique people-the
ASUNM Craft Shop.

making on Tuesday, Sept. 14 and
Thursday Sept. 16 from 12 noon to
1 p.m.; and photography on
Thursday, Sept. 23 and Thursday,
Sept. 30, 6 to 7 p.m.

Open to all students, the craft
shop offers space, equipment and
supplies
for
ceramics,
photography, jewelry making,
leather working, sign making, silk
screening, copper enameling,
candle making and welding-all for
a nominal fee.

To use the facilities, students
must relinquish their student lD
cards for the time the equipment is
in use. Small fees are required for
renewable supplies such as
photochcmicals, enamel and clay.

Free fundamental workshops in
ceramics, jewelry and photography
will be offered without credit in the
crafts shop. Ceramics will be offered Monday, Sept. 13 and
Wednesday, Sept. 15, and again
Monday, Sept. 20 and Wednesday,
Sept. 22 from 7 to 8 p.m.; jewelry

Non-students can enjoy the same
privileges by paying a $5 membership fee.
"The two most popular crafts,"
said David Lang, student employee,
"are ceramics and photography."
Clay is available for 12 cents a
pound, Chavez said. There are two
kilns, or ovens, to fire pots made
with clay purchased at the shop, for
which there is no fee. Four throwing
wheels are also available.

Campus Offers
Many Outlets
To Imaginative
By Orlando Medina
.
Often times one of the major complaints on the UNM campus IS that
there is nothing to do. I must emphaticaUy disa~ree. Ther~ are countless
organizations and clubs that involve themselves w1th everythmg from chess
playing to sheer physical exertion. . .
.
.
However there are a few people hm1ted m their talents or scope of entertainment and do not know the difference between chess and checkers or
between a squash racket and a sieve. One novice to the game of chess,
lacking the vernacular of the game, thought a "Paladin" referred to
"Have Gun will Travel."
.
Another individual became involved in a rousing game of pick-up
basketball and was required to carry around a mop to clean up his excess
perspiration from the court.
.
. .
Since one of the fundamental reqUirements to rece1vmg a colle~e d.egree
is some trace of imagination, the student who wishes to entertam l11m or
herself without having to overburden brain or body can choose from any
of the following possibilities:

~<We're

going to need
more space soon," says
David Lang, a student employee of the ASUNM
Crafts Center.

The craft shop also has three
darkrooms for student use. Fees
include 45 cents for developing each
roll of film and 90 cents for a tank
of chemicals for printing. Students
There is no charge for space and must sign a waiting list for
equipment use, said Tim Chavez, darkroom use.
shop co-ordinator.
Chavez said sign making is
popular. "Any organization can
come in and use our printing
machine for free," he said. "All it
has to provide is the ink.''
Money made from the supply
fees "keeps the place alive," said
Chavez. The only bills paid by the
University are the
work-study
students who run the shop.
Lang estimates the shop is used
by 500 students a semester. "We're
going to need more space soon," he
said. "We could really use it now.
]t would be nice if we courd get
more room while the SUB
renovations are going on."
The shop is open Monday
through Thursday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and
Saturday from 12 noon to 5 p.m.

Judy Gavrin, a student, puts tl1e finishing
pot.

"The shop offers good opportunity for people to be creative
outside of the art classroom. The
students are here on their own incentive, and that's what make it so
interesting," Lang said.

-Take a drink of water from the duck pond and donate your body to
the UNM School of Medicine;
--Get on your hands and knees in the Mall and pretend to look for
something. When a crowd gathers, pass out.religious pamphlets entitled,
"A Christian Life for Your Pet Rock;"
-Try skateboarding in a wheel barrow;
-Look for flashers in Zimmerman Library and carry a bag of dry ice;
-Put tin-foiled chocolate coins in your friends' penny loafers;
-Strike up a conversation with a plant in the Biology department.
Don't bother with a fungus as invariably all they want to discuss is politics;
-When the food wheel reopens in the SUB take a·nap on it lying on a
plate and between two slices of bread;
-Apply for a federal subsidy not to grow bean sprouts in Johnson
Field;
-Sell necklaces made out of pickled-pig's feet and claim they will
prevent swine flu.
-Write dirty jokes for Watchtower magazine;
-Make a fur coat out of moth hides;
-Set up a table in the SUB and ask for sperm-bank donations;
-Patent an immobili2:er for ten-speed bicycles;
-Simulate perverted moans at a Walt lJtsney movie, or;
-Hold up a liquor store using a cheese roll.
.
If none of these worthwhile suggestions appeal to your sense of adventure then the best bet is to sit in a quiet classroom during a dull lecture
carrying a paper bag. Keep peeking in the bag and laughing hysterically.
This will entertain you as much as any other campus activity.
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Democratic vice presidential Congressional contender Raymond
15, candidate Sen. Waller Mondale will Garcia and former Gov. Bruce

Regents Meet to Approve Bid

'8

~~~~~~~
Hear and meet the Next Vice President

Sen. Walter Mondale

OLD FASHION
PUBLIC RALIJY

TONIGHT
Tuesday, September 7, 7 :oo p.m.
Kiva Auditorium
Albuquerque Convention Center

UNM Young Democrats .will be meeting at 7
p.m., Wed., SepL. 8 at Cnsa del Sol in the SUB.
Everyone Is invited in an org:mizationa] meeting.

~~~~
~IC~

Attention Student
~IC~
Organizations!
~U~ fhe Deadline For Re~IC~ chartering Is September
" ~ 17 1976 f
~~~~
•
•
or Further
~~Information Call The
~~~~
Student Activities
~IC~
Center
~~~;,
277-4706
; ;

===~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE

U. Skateboard Club
Rolls with the Times

e
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,...........
v.• wants t I1em t here because t hey
.
, - - -.........................
------....· built at the motocross
site andasPALa
recognize
skateboarding

··~

worthwhile sport.
"Skateboarding has grown so
fast because of new and better
equipment," Halton said, "that
there will be intercollegiate competition within a year." He said the
people riding are really good and
that the sport has developed very
slowly into competition just like
surfing did.
"People are artistic on their
boards, because new equipment can
perform," he said. "The older clay

"Greatest
Steal in
History."
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Ground Beef Dinner

Fries end

Special

Boy Burger"
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Flesh Gordon,
Now
BILL OSCO's ...

99~

lfips
®

BIG
BOY.

$

99

French Fries
Onion Rings
Toasted French Bread
Crisp Lettuce Salad
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Coupon Expires September 12, 1976

,. An $8.99 Split leaf

/!F;Uend/1/ $~ /71tojt

Philodendron

$3 •99

for
Friendly Flower Shop

N;f:e

3424 Central S.E.
266-9296.

266-9296

3424 Central SE

Good through
September 11, 1976

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

1 Alfie
Order
2

Save
3920 Central SE I 6301 Menaul Ne
8524 Indian School NE
Offer Good at All Three Alfie's Locations

Pieces of Fish & Chips,

99c

reg.$1.59

I coupon per customer, Offer good through Sept. 12,

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
No.12
Vol. 81
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
Tht' Nl•w :Ml•xiro Uaily Lobo is publisht•d
Monday through friday cvf.'ry r('gular wet•k
of thl' lTniv(.'rsity yt•ar ttnd Wt'<'kly durinj~ lht•
sunlnWI' Sl'SSiOn by thl• Hoard
Studt•nt
Publirations of lhe tlniversily ot New M('xifo.
nnd is not fintm('ia\Jy ass(u.·Jat('d with t•NM.
S('(·ond rlas!! postag~· paid at Allmqut•rqu<",
Nt•w M<'xiro 87131. ~ubo;;rription rate io;;
$10.00 for lht• arad('mir y('ar.
Th<• opinion~> t•xpr<•ssl'd 1m tht• <'ditorinl
pngl's of '1'ht• Daily I.oho arc> thn'it' of lht>
author 'ioh•ly. ltn'>ign!"d opimon is that of tht•
('ditorinl board of Thl' Ila1ly Lobo. Nothing-,
printl'd in Tht• ll:tily Lobo nl'f't><osarily
rl'prl'Si'nt.c; thl' o,it'V.S u( lh(> l'nivt•rstty Nl'W
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GENERAL

Complete VolkNagon
Machine Shop

SPECIAL/ZINC IN REPlACEMENT

PAIUS FOR
roylfl - /)mutt

PDrrc!M - ..W

10%

PARTS

2935 Moms Viiff NE

/)igcounf W#h
Thig Coupon

265-3681

The Import Experts

0

GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE

Tune-Up & Brake Specialists

Datsun-Mazda-Toyota-Volvo-Volkswagen

268-5169

"In by 8 out by 5"

Open 7:30:5:30

'lruII·

1111
1916 Central S.E.

The Rain Tunnel

•

7522 Central SE
4 blocks E. of Louisiana
EASY BUS ACCESS

Listen to KRST For More Details

Car Wash

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Offer expires 9/26/76
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• Fuel Injection Service
• Free Written Estimates
• One Day Service

"BEEF RUSTLERS"
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Patri
O'Connor said of
skateboarding, "You'll only improve by pushing yourself to the
limits.''

FREE
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POSH BAGEL
Lobophoto

THE WORLD'S
FAVORITE
BED-TIME
STORY
IS FINALLY
A BED-TIME
STORY._.
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Directly Across From Yale Park
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;_. style, such as JUmpmg, walkmg,
~~~~ fiandstands, etc.; and, a timed
~~~~ speed run.
;;II~
In October, thefe will be a
~IC~ statewide
competition
in
;,
Albuquerque
at
Montgomery
11
: : Plaza.
•II•'
Al . Alb
h p I'
; :
s~ m
uquerque, t .e o 1ce
~~~~ Athletic League (PAL), wh1ch owns
~~~~ a motocross on _land .leased from
11;, ~NM, h.as prom1sed md. The club
: : I> expectmg a skateboard park to be
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Valid Only at 2300 Central and 12th 1-40
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composition-wheeled
boards
By John Custer
couldn't turn, but Cadillac Co.
''Plywood
steel-wheeled
Project Conscjo will meet at 7 p.m., Tues., Sept.
7 at .Chicano Studies, 1815 Roma NE. All in
skateboards are as much a part of developed urathane wheels that
terested persons welcome.
the past as the 1950's heavy steel 3w have self-contained bearings and a
speed bicycle," said Bobby Halton silicon jell for lubricant."
'rhc Book Store, fl new project of the Friends of
of the UNM Skateboarding Club.
the Albuquerque Public Library, is now open on
There are now about 20
On Sept. 8 the club will have a
the downstairs level of the muin library at Filth
skateboard
parks in the U.S. and a
meeting to discuss a competition in
SL, and Copper, NW. The store is open from 11
beauty
being
built in Pasadena,
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Santa Fe sponsored by Bike World
Calif.
has
eight
runs that can be
and set for Sept. 16. Prizes will be
'l'hc UNM t\h•dical School is sc(lking minority
ridden
without
stopping
in which
applieants from New Mexico. Recruiters will be in
$200 worth of skateboard equipfbn. 2!HA of the SUB on Wed., Sept, 8, Thurs.,
ment and money collected from the riders will be pitted against poles,
Sl•pt. 9, Md Fri., Sept. 10, (rom l 0 a.m. to 4 p.m.
$1 .00 entrance fee. Some of the moguls and paved waves (like a
~:.·..:'•~••:.!.:n·•·41•·•·4•···n···••···••···••···n~·· events will be: downhill slalom; free curve in a bobsled run).
~--~~~~~~~
~ ... ,.•..,...........................................
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Price Of One
Wllh

University Dairy Queen

•""

SUNDAES
2 For

University
Dairy Queen

has it all·
Food & Dessert

ceremonies for the rally. Montoya
will introduce Man dale.
Mondale, a liberal, has worked
for causes such as health aid for
migrant workers,
pro-labor
legislation and civil rights.
Mondale, 48, was elected to the
Senate in I 964.

cJ5 appear in Albuquerque today in King.
one of the first stops of his national
0
Tickets to the reception are
campaign.
limited. The rally is free to the
>-"
Mondale, D-Minn., will meet public.
.b Sen. Joseph M. Montoya and Gov.
State Rep. David Rusk of
-~
oJ J crry Apodaca upon arrival at
Albuquerque will be the master of
~ Albuquerque International Airport
<-> at4:30 p.m.
He will then be taken to the
The UNM Regents are scheduled to approve a bid for construction
;21 Convention Center for a $50-ail: ticket fund-raising reception on a family practice unit for the UNM Medical School (tentatively
., sponsored by the New Mexico State scheduled to be completed in 12 to 14 months) during today's regents
meeting at 1 p.m.
;z; Democratic Party.
The University received bids for the family practice unit two weeks
The 5:30 p.m. reception will be
' ~
ago from six construction firms.
blJ followed by a public rally in the
oJ
Other items on the agenda include approval of degrees for students
p, Convention
Center's
Kiva
who completed degree requirements during the summer of 1976, a
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
review of capital outlay projects and a discussion of development
Joining Mondale at the rally will
plans for UNM's Gallup branch.
be
Montoya,
Apodaca,
Today's meeting will be held in the Roberts Room of Scholes Hall.
Congressman Harold Runnels,

,g

Regular

Dairy Queen Brazier

Mondale Speaks Today

t-"

I

Breakfast on a Bun
Toasted English Muffin, Eggs,
Canadian Bacon, Cheese
Regular70¢
Coupon Expires September 12, 1976

With
Coupon

50¢

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
SOeOFF
Any Wash and/or Wax lVith This Coupon
Coupon Expire8 September 12, 1976
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5101 LQmas NE
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5101 Lomas Blvd.
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Greeks Adhere To Traditions

Editorial

This Issue
8

·~

For students who find they have time to spare after their school
~ work is done, this issue of the LOBO has suggestions of what can
~ be done with that time.
The old Ann Landers-Dear Abby adage: "If you're bored or you
..,; want to meet people, join a club or some group," is possible at
"' UNM.
~ This is not a ·complete list of campus groups or happenings by
p.., any means, but it should give the reader an idea of some af the
groups on campus.
Intramural sports is on page 15. A list of fall speakers is on page
12, and KUNM is looking for new DJs: story on page 12. Agora will
begin a training session: story on page 5. The International Center
which hosts a variety of events is on page 5. Bike Club, one of
which starts some jaunts from UNM: the story is on page 6. The
Philosophy Club is seeking new members, the story is on page 6.
What are the Greeks all about? See page 5. Skateboarding is obviously not just for kids any more, the story is on page 1. The crafts
area in the SUB is not just for crafts, there's also a darkroom: the
story is on page 1.
For other areas of activity, ASUNM has many committees with
openings for students who want to join. The Student Activities
Satire
Center in the SUB has a master list of students organizations and
clubs.
There are ethnic-cultural groups, fraternities and sororities,
graduate groups, honoraries, military groups, political groups,
professional groups, religious groups, residence hall groups, service organizations, special interest groups, and sports groups on
campus.
In short, there is so much happening on campus, 110 one can
AMONG
THE
recent
justly say there's nothing going on on campus. The persons who modern pleasures which I have
are bored have only themselves. to blame.
not succumbed to is that source
of culinary delight or grazing
'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIJIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJU!IIIIII!IIUIUJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIII
known
as the organicvegetarian
meal.
Entire
civilizations and everything they
Letters to the editor ...
accomplished on Earth were
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
wiped out over a simple plot of
typewritten and double spaced.
_
maize or barley. To these people
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
meat was a rare delicacy.
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
For all we know some race of
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in ancient people could have been
person.
far advanced and discovered
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num- the most impossible cures to
ber and address of a group member.
diseases with a concentrated effort in herbitology.
Opinions ..•
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
I MEAN except for a cold
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may
slab of raw meat on a black eye
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
there are no famous disease
Opinions should include address and phone number.
cures from meat. But, plants
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Seedy Characters
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

60SH, YOVRE'
A ctJm liTT/.13
GIRt..

Editorial

Board

Unsigned edi!orials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the autllot and do not necessarily
reflect the views of lhe staff.

(

._.

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

have been credited as natural
cures for everything from warts
to replacing lost limbs.
Even with this weight of integrity and eons of discovery in
which the lowly plant has
managed to relieve some of the
burdens placed on mankind and
with the rise and fall of great
civilizations due to the simple
plant, I do not r.are for organicvegetarian meals.
I AM FULLY aware of
chemical treatments and preservatives within meat and I have
been lectured on how meat
makes me smell or that meat
draws more stomach acids and
makes
me
mean
and
aggressive.

By Orlando Medina

thing to meat in the restaurant.
SOMEHOW MY mouth cannot start to water over the
prospect of corn-husk fritters
and soy sauce garnished with
sauteed ragweed and acorns1 get cold chills all over my
body when my food makes too
much noise as it crunches and
crackles its way down my
digestive system. I would rather
have blood and mustard all over
my lips than chlorophyll. Health
food is dangerous to my health.
Even at the Last Supper the
apostles had lamb with their
bread and wine. When Christ
fed the masses on the mount or
hillside, he included fish with
the bread.
I AM CONVINCED that the
vegetarian world will be set

by Garry Trudeau
I OON'T !<NOW

- POUCY exPERT

~ JIMMYSENTFOR{

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly
Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

Franklin, president of the Inter
Miller also emphasized the
Fraternity Council, with a small element of just plain party going
snort implying, well, maybe a that is so much a part of Greek life
crutch but it works.
and its image. Sorority parties, she
Robin Miller, president of the explained, are more structured,
Pan Hellenic Council for women is although no less entertaining than
very concerned with furthering the their fraternal counterparts. This
image of the local Greek system by reflects the general stance of the
countering students' sometimes sororities, which are more connegative attitudes with more ef- servative and tightly organized than
fective recruiting and better public most fraternities.
relations.
Miller
expressed
some
Fraternity parties are always
bewilderment at the "That's not for open to any and all women who
me" type of response she says is care to come, but if a few men from
usually elicited from recipients of other houses start showing up, even
the Greek recruitment pitch. But Todd Franklin admits there can be
she said this year's rush produced a some friction then.
considerably higher number of
women pledges than any in the
Living costs and dues naturally
past.
vary
quite a bit from house to
It is hoped that this large increase
house,
with sororities costing more
in pledges marks a growing interest
in the sororities, and the Greeks, than fraternities, because full meal
locally, she said. Franklin agreed, service is provided and a live-in
adding that he believes there are house mother is hired. Even so, the
probably quite a few pledges who costs appear to compare quite
might enjoy fraternity life and like favorably with any of the other
to join, but either won't admit it or student living alternatives short of
haven't been approached correctly. the proverbial bench in Yale Park.

ASUNM
t

II
~I

provide social and cultural activities
that include both classroom-type
involvement and extracurricular
participation.
John Bakas was the primary
founder of the center in 1967. The
late Tom Popejoy donated the
house.
The student-sponsored
center provides a number of activities that include lectures.

movies: Cultural Nights, classes,
recreation, dances and an Internation~! Festival.
.
Durmg a Cultural N1g~t a group.
of students from a certau~ country
pres7nts folk. dances, typical foo.d
and mformat1ve lectures about their
country.
The main event of the year for
the center is the International

Festiv~l. Last year, the event drew

an esumated .crowd of 800 to 900
persons .. It mcluded a complete
pres7ntat10? of arts and crafts,
fore1gn dishes .cooked by the
students and a vanety of talents. .
To. start the ~ear, the center IS
holdmg .a discoteque dance
Saturdaymghtatthecenteron 1808
Las Lomas NEon campus.

·Date "atch

What Type Of People Sign Up For
ASUNM Computer Date Match?
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Sample Cultures at International Center
By George Gesner
The International Center is a
place where foreign students can
socialize among their peers, and a
place where the University community can visit, socialize and
experience cultures.
Fernando Maresma, director of
the International Center, said the
purpose of the center was to

_OJ

By Bradley Martin
X
"'
;:;·
Agora, a student-peer-counseling service, is training new volunteers for o
work during the fall semester.
t:)
"Agora," said volunteer Bill Sypowicz, "is a student crisis center. ~
Volunteers will deal with a wide range of problems--everything from fresh- ~
men looking for the library to people considering suicide."
g'
Agora also has a referral service "to help people find information the o5'
volunteer may not have on hand," Sypowicz said.
rn
As a peer-counseling service, Agora charges no fees for counseling and "'
volunteers are expected to donate their time, Sypowicz said.
;;_
At present, the organization numbers about 50, but "We expect about
120 after training," Sypowicz said,
oMost volunteers, Sypowicz said, arc UNM students, but he said "We ~
welcome anybody--housewives, working people, anybody interested in this :"
kind of thing."
~
Volunteers will attend six mandatory training sessions and can expect to ~
work about four hours a week.
Organization leaders plan on keeping the center open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week as soon as new members are trained, but at present, the
cente,r is open from 8 a.m. to 12 midnight, Sypowicz said.
The organization's professional director, Bob Goodkind, serves as a
"contact between the organization, the University and the community at
large," Sypowicz said.
Agora also has a student director, Joan Pulakos, an assistant director,
Lori Frank, a secretary, Barbara Lee Blair, and an internal coordinator
who will be chosen after new volunteers are trained.
Students interested in volunteering should attend a meeting for new
volunteers on Sept. 15 in Education 103 at 7:30p.m. or call the Agora
office at 277-3013.
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Perhaps I am paranoid but
once I sat down in a vegetarian
restaurant and what arrived on
my plate looked ·like what was
hanging
from
a
nearby
macrame swinging pot; I had
second thoughts about my
· meal. A vegetarian restaurant is
the only place I can perceive of
where flies and insects are evicted not because they are
disease carriers or a nuisance
but becausE> they are the closest
Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

back and rocked by scandal,
much like Upton Sinclair's The
Jungle did to meat, when as
one person put it, "People who
talk to their plants are going to
refuse to eat their friends."
This will be further compounded when it is discovered
that some large American corporation is molding bologna in
the shape of lima beans.
We meat-eaters will be
avenged.
Remember, the
biggest dinosaurs ate only plants and now they exist as 3Dweight oil.

By Daniel Crain
Entering UNM's Greek community one notes quickly its
essential similarity to the fraternity
and sorority neighborhoods of
many other universities. And
UNM 's Greek houses adhere to the
forms and reflect the general style
of any other segment of this
collegiate institution.
The beer busts, numerous fundraisers and humanitarian projects,
the eternal preoccupation with the
rush, all hallmarks of the. Greek
scene here or anywhere, continue
from one semester to the next with
a reassuring, almost perfunctory
familiarity.
The idea of exclusiveness, or
clanishness is closely associate.d
with
the
fraternities
and
sororities-at times coupled with
a mild disdain, as the rather oily
inflection of voice at times heard in
conjunction with the words
"fraternity man" or "Susie
Sorority" attests.
Why join? The Greeks naturally
can pursue that line of inquiry a
good distance. At the core of their
appeal is the opportunity
comradery, shared experience and a
sense of continuity in the college
career. Also frequently mentioned
are the academic aids available to
members of houses: opportunity
for mutual study, assistance in
studie~, good environment and
social ;ncentive for completing the
college career in a reasonably
orderly fashion.
"Fraternities help keep a lot of
guys in school," said Todd

gora Begins Training
Of Latest Volunteers

Don't Delay, Register Today
AS UNM Computer Date Match

Sponsored By-Delta Sigma Pi & i\SUNM
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Bicycle· Clubs Ride & Race for Pleasure
lly Dick Kimball

for the longer ride which may .cover
35 to 50 miles.
"At least once a month," Joseph
said, "we try to take a bike trip
somewhere out of town. Just last
week a group of riders rode out
through the Jemez country to Los
Alamos for an overnight trip. They
cycled back to Albuquerque with a
detour to Santa Fe. It was a
wonderful ride."
Tentative plans for October
include a possible group of tours in
the Cloudcroft area.
The N.M. Wheelmen are interested in bicycle legislation and
support bike trails throughout the
Albuquerque area. Some work has
also been done with the state. highway department and the legislature
to discuss laws which prevent
bicyclists from using the wide
shoulder of interstate highways f'1r

Got a bike and no one to ride
with? Join one of the local bike
clubs for a bike tour or a race.
There are two bicycle clubs in
town-N.M. Wheelmen and
Albuquerque Vela-Sport-which
offer companionship and cheerful
competition.
Walt Joseph, of the N.M.
Wheelmen, said "We're pretty
informal. We have no officers and
no fees. It's just a bunch of people
who love bikes. If' anyone wants to
ride with us, all they have to do is
come out."
The Wheelmen meet every
Sunday morning at 8 a.m. in front
of Popejoy Hall. There is a 2-hour
ride for beginners or persons short
of time and a longer 4-hour ride for
more advanced riders. Joseph
suggested a lunch and a water bottle
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The major event of the year is the
"Tour of the Rio Grande Valley."
This I 00-mile bike ride follows the
Rio Grande to Belen and back.
"One hundred miles is a lot less
than most people think," said
Joseph. "It's easy to do."
Approximately one-hundred and
eighty riders showed up last spring
for the "century" and almost
everyone was able to finish.
Albuquerque's other club, VelaSport, is primarily a racing club .
According to Dick Hallett, club
spokesman, the club is "not doing
much right now."
Vela-sport sponsors the now
famous Sandia Crest Bike Race
e,·ery June. This grueling race
begins in the town of Madrid and
ends at the top of 10,678-ft. Sandia
Crest. This year marks the first time
a New Mexico rider has won this
prestigious race in its seven years of
existence .

Specializing In
Persona/Eye Wear
Serving New Mexico For 22 Years

J. F. Klipstone
Dispensing Optician
Mon.-Fri., 9-6- Saturday 9-1

bike.
A 72-mile round trip from Los
Alamos to Jemez Springs is one of
the high spots anticipated on this
tour.''
Also on the agenda is a 36-mi!e
ride to Bandelier National Park.
Anyone interested in riding a bike
through the Jemez Mountains can
contact Bonnie Cain at the Los
Alamos Inn this weekend. Rides
will depart each day at 8 a.m. from
the parking lot of the Los Alamos
Inn. A fee of $9 will be charged to
cover expenses which will include a
picnic lunch.
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ASUNffi&PEC
Present

For the first time in Albuquerque

Sunday

The UNM Philosophy Club is looking for new members who are interested in attending a weekly lecture/discussion group on current
topics covering a wide range of subjects.
"We hope to develop an informal intellectual circle open to
everybody and to openly discuss current ideas and topics of interest,"
'rom Buchanan, secretary/treasurer of the Philosophy Club said.
The club is not strictly for philosophy majors, but will also serve as
an "open forum for the average student" to discuss topics of interest,
he said.
Guest speakers will lecture on various topics on Fridays at 3:30
p.m. in the philosophy department library preceded by refreshments
at 3:00 in the department lounge. Topics on tap for this month for
discussion include the compatibility of echics and business. Guest
speakers Dr. Daniel Slate, prof. of Business Administration and Dr.
Archie Bahm, Professor emeritus of philosophy on Sept. 10; Dr. Ira
Jaffe, assistant professor of theater arts, will give an analysis of Orson Welles' film Citizen Kane on Sept.17.
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Club Seeks Thinkers

Suite 15
1704 Moon NE

298-2817

Photo by M;guel Gendurt

rider can join one. "We're thinking
"Most of the riders of Vela- of taking a tour from Laguna
Sport are now racing out-of-state," Pueblo to Acoma soon," he said.
said Hallet, "or are part of a breakAnyone interested in racing or
off group now known as the A- touring with the Vela-Sport group
team."
can obtain more information from
According to Hallett, the A-team Hallett at 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
consists of several racers who were telephone 843-9378.
The Lubbock Bicycle Club of
disgruntled with the way VelaTexas
will be in New Mexico during
Sport was being run and they broke
Labor
Day weekend for bike
the
away to form their own group.
in
the
Los Alamos area.
rides
Hallett said some Vela-Sport
Bonnie
Cain,
the club's touring
tours are being held and any strong
chairperson said "this bicycle tour
is ideal for a fairly strong cyclist
with a good 10-speed lightweight

Imperial Optical Co.

-

bike travel.
"It's a lot safer on the wide
shoulder of the interstate than it is
sharing the edge of the roadway of
other main roads," said Joseph.
The most direct route to Santa Fe is
along the interstate highway.
The Wheelmen also cond]Jct bike
clinics and inspections for children
in the public schools every spring.
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Hewlett. .Packard wrote the book on
advanced pocket calculators.

..j

"

And it~ yours free!
Hewlett-Packard built the world's first
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And
led the way ever since.
If you're about to invest in your first
pocket calculator-one that will serve you
through college and beyond -you'll need all
the information you can get to make a wise
decision. That's why Hewlett-Packard's put
together an objective, informative 24-page
guide entitled, "What To Look For Before You
Buy An Advanced Calculator:' And it's
yours- Free!
In it you will find such helpful information as: A survey of types of calculators
available; Programming; Logic systems; Applications; Functions; Features; Construction;
Accessories; Memory; Service and much,
much more .
Get your free copy of"WhatTo Look
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator;'
at your campus bookstore or telephone
800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862)
toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
PRESENTS
THE FIRST FAMILY OF
ADVANCED CALCULATORS.

U.N.M. Southernmost Campus (Quito, Ecuadorl
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The HP- 22 easily handles the kinds of
calculations you face in business courses today,
in management tomorrow. Breeze through
business math calculations. Build existing
statistical data into reliable forecasts. If you're
going into business administration, this is
the calculator for you.
• Combines financial, mathematical and
statistical capabilities.
• Performs complex time-value-of-money
computations including interest rates.
+ Performs rates of return and discounted
cash flows for investment analysis.
• Performs extended percent calculations,
accumulated interest, amortization, etc.
+Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal display control.

$200.00'~

The HP-21 makes short work of the
technical calculations ev.:n so-called "nontechnical" courses require. If you need a calculator for more than simple arithmetic
-this is it-especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
• Addressable memory.

BaskNhall: l':-;.:o..r &
l"niv. or Wi'ironc;in
Park S1dr, 7::JO p.m.
llomt-

HP-22 Business Management

HP-25C Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory.

HP-21 Scientific.
New low price. $80.00'''

Thursday

• Performs all standard log and trig functions
(in radians or degrees).
• Performs rectangular/polar conversion,
register arithmetic and more.
+Two selectable display modes: Fixed point
and scientific.
• Lowest-priced HP Scientific calculator.

student faces. What's more, its Continuous
Memory capability lets you retain programs
and data even when it's turned off.
• Continuous memory capability.
• 72 built-in functions and operations.
+ Keystroke programmability.
• Branching, conditional test and full editing
capability.
• Eight addre>sable memories.
• We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous Memory feature) for $145 .00:'

HP-27 Scientific/Plus
$200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student -whose course work extends into
business administration. The reason: It
features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat and financial functions. That's why
we've dubbed it our Scientific/Plus.
+ 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10
financial functions- 53 in all.
+ 10 addressable memories-20 memories
in all.
• 6 selective clearing options give you flexible
use of memories.
+Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering
display formats.

The HP-2 5C is our keystroke programmable. It can solve automatically the repetitive
problems every science and engineering
t
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Sale~ and ~crvicc from 172 ofrices in 65 countries.

Derr. 65HG, 19310 Pruncridgc Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable stare and local taxes- Continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii.

Christmas Comes but Once a Year...

616/29

and it's coming soon!
Plan a Musical Chr.istm as with

i.!-*kJVC
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From headphones,
portable radios and
cassette decks. to complete sys.
tems atHJ TV's, JVC has professional quality to suit every budget
and need.
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(~I '~\A\
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aao11 Monte Vista NE Neat UNM
-t<"
Finilncing available
~OS FOR OVER 26 YEARS

HOLMAN'S, INC.

We squeeze our tomatoes
with tender loving care.

Store Hours M-F 8-5:30 Sat 8:30-4:30

k((l\il:'"rw;o ·~t'l'

\~J.!...u, :l!.,ta,n\.:0:

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE

Now Serving New Mexican Dishes
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Free OQytime ffiovi~s.

:::;!:Jeaket's
Committee
,,
Fall Line Up
The

Speaker's

Film in the 70's

Committee

The Painted Word, Wolfe's venture
into art history.
journalist/cult-hero Hunter
On Oct, 12, conservative William
Thompson last Thursday night. F. Buckley and socialist Michael
The rest of the semester promises to Harrington lock horns for one of
be at least as interesting.
the potentially most interesting
Speaker's fall schedule is as debates of the fall. William Buckley
follows;
is the brother of New York York
Senator
James Buckley,
Sept. 16 Ann Hershey comes to
Carl Sagan, noted scientist, will
Woodward Hall. Hershey is a
appear
on Oct. 20 in Popejoy,
filmmaker who has produced
speaking
on the origins of life.
several
widely
acclaimed
Stan
Lee,
of Marvel Comics fame'
documentaries.
.
(the Fantastic Four, the Hulk,
Moshe Dayan, one of the ar- Spiderman, etc.) will be in the SUB
chitects of the "Seven-Day War," on Nov. 4.
and one of the more influential men
William Colby, associared at
in contemporary Israeli politics, is various times with the CIA, will be
scheduled for Sept. 30.
lurking in and around Popejoy Hall
Tom Wolfe, one of the foremost on Nov. 9.
voices in American journalism, will
John King Fairbank, one of the •
be in Woodward Hall on Oct. 5.
foremost experts in Far Eastern
Wolfe is the author of Radical Chic affairs, will be in the SUB ballroom
AI Wo.rd (L) & ffilke Rego.n (R) behind KUNffi's to.ble
and Maumauing /he Flak Catchers,
on Nov. 18.
The Electric Kool Aid Acid Test, a
Buckminster Fuller, Nobel
legendary description of Ken Kesey, laureate, creator of the geodesic
the Merry Pranksters and the early dome and author of some really
days of LSD; The Pump House fascinating books (among which is
If you missed KUNM's booth in front of the SUB drop in at the KUNM offices on the west end of the
Gang, a series of short pieces about Operating Manual for Spaceship last Monday and Tuesday, don't feel that you blew third floor of Onate Hall, at the corner· of Campus
your last chance to go on the air. Station manager and Girard.
American life and most recently Earth) will be in Popejoy Dec. 7.
Paul Mansfield would like to get in touch with
anyone interested in working at KUNM, regar(And· if you don't know what KUNM is, but it
dless of experience. Everyone who stopped by the sounds interesting, tune in at 90.1 on the FM dial
booth and anybody who didn't, but is interested,
and listen or check Zounds, the KUNM program
should
call either Paul Mansfield (station manager)
guide, or last Tuesday's edition of On the Air, the
Radio station KUNM is currently solicitinl;l' proposals for bilingual
or Mike
(chief announcer) at 277-4806 or LOBO Radio Guide.)
programming of a cultural nature. If you have any ideas for one (or for
a series of) one-hour bilingual radio programs, submit your proposal
to KUNM. Their office is on the third floor of Onate Hall. Cal1277-4806
for more information. But hurry, the deadline is Sept. 15.

0 opened their fall season with gonzo-
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The Magical !'fY_stery Tour Experimental Film Festival showed Sept.
3, 4 & 5 at mtdmght at the Lobo Theatr<!, on Central. Hopefully it will
b<i back soon.
·
·
Review by Eri" Irving
The man asked, "Where is the Avant-Gardewhen Jackson Pollack
has already been canonized for fifteen years?"
Is it at the "world's greatest experimental film festival"? I suspected it wasn't, but I snorted a bracer and went to the Lobo Theater's
Saturday midnight show to make sure. The atmosphere in the theater
was more Saturday matinee than the owl show, only herb-scented instead of Bazooka-scented. The program, eleven films in all, is better
described as a package than a festival, and it was cleaJ•ly aimed at
what I suppose film distributors call the College Crowd. Most of the
festivity was provided by the audience, and at $3 a head, I'm sure the
management saw cause to be festive as well.
The show opened with the Star Trek Blooper Reel. Although certainly not an experimental film, the College Crowd ate it up and
seemed particularly appreciative that there was' no play-by-play
analysis of each grimace, mug, prat-fall and expletive by Gene Roddenberry this time around. The editing of the re.el wasn't especially
inspired so only two stars go to Star Trek.

Getting a StQtt in Radio

TQles of ffiystety

WillA

''

in a SWEEPSTAKES by COCA·COLA® BOTTLERS
10 Ford Econoline-150 Vans
(*Custom-designed by HOT ROD Magazine)

to be awarded

PLUS-7 ,500 LEVI's "J Jeans Outfits
for men & women
'These unique "DENIMACHINES" have been custom-designed by the
editors of HOT ROD Magazine, recognized van authorities.
Each van is worth in excess of $18.000!
Articles detailing the "DENIMACHINE's" custom features will appear
in September, October, November & December issues of HOT ROD.
The Sweepstakes Vans will have the following custom

accessories:

tennas. RCA Television. SUPER SNOOPER radar detector.
PACESETTER cruise-control, STEWART-WARNER Stage Ill dash

instruments. HAAN electric windows, electric airhorn and
EXTERIOR-HOOKER flares. spoiler, hood scoop, MARTIN R-V
sunroof, KARVAN super scoop, ALPHABET'S WEST rear wing.
VAN GOODIES rear window louvers, CRAGAR Road Star
wheels. GOODYEAR Cuslomgard radial tires. THRUSH Sidekick outside exhaust.
INTERIOR- LEVI denim upholstery, XANTECH interior lights,
AMFRIGE refrtgerator. VAN STUFF high back seals, VAN
GOODIES overhead audio console, CLARION 8-track wilh
AM/FM/MPX radio, XANTECH-Lansing coaxial speakers,
RADIO SHACK CB radio, AVANT! co-phased dual CB an-

Coco mats. CLASSIC WAX van care kit.
ENGINE-HOLLEY Street Dominator manifold, ~BBL carburetor, electric fuel pump wlth safety switch. MIT polish~d
valve covers. MALLORY Ignition, CHAMPION spark plugs,
HOOKER exhaust headers, VALVOLINE oil, air and fuel
filters.
SUSPENSION & DRIVETRAIN-GENUINE SUSPENSION rear
traction bars & stabH!zer, B&M AUTOMOTIVE transmission
kit, INTEGRITY transmission cooler pan, HURST van/auto
stick shifter.

Sweepstakes begins August 30, 1976. Deadline for entering is
·
December 1, 1976.
·Entry details at participating retail outlets for Coca-Cola® and in the
September & October issues of HOT ROD, MOTOR TREND. CAR CRAFf,
MOTORCYCLIST, and 'TEEN Magazines.
Coco-Cola' iS a registered trade-mark of Coca-Cola Co. LEVI's., is a registered trade-mark of levi Strauss & Co.

backed with strings becomes a slow
melody giving the listener a chance ·
to rest from the hectic pace. But the
piece ends beating the hideous
heart, ending as it started.
"The Cask of Amontillado" is
a slow and gentle tune and ranks as
one of the best pieces on the album.
The collage of voices is intricate
anp amazing.
The first side ends with the other
half of the single "(The System Of)
Doctor Tarr and Professor
Fether." You could describe it as a
parade of voices with a disco-rock
beat. lt gives you the effect of a
madhouse which Parsons so vividly
protrays in his production work.
The second side pervades the
spirit with the first note of the
masterful composition of "The Fall
of the House of Usher." It would
seem Powell was very instrumental
in the composition and execution of
this piece since this non-vocal
venture is studded with orchestral
work. The piece is broken into five
parts which entail :Prelude, Arrival,
Intermezzo, Pavane and Fall.
The piece starts as a romantic
symphony, definitely pleasing
listeners of the classics. The
symphony ends with a crash of
thunder that brings the howling of
the wind and the onslaught of
pouring rain. The organ starts, the
harpsichord progressively builds
up, the guitars begin to wail and the
whole work begins to sound like
something out of the Mike Oldfield
book ( Tubular Bells, etc.) of fine
music.
"To One In Paradise" ends the
album with regrets that there isn't
more.
This album could indicate a new
trend in the field of music-the
technical aspect. Fine musicians are
becoming producers and even
better yet fine producers have that
hidden talent-music. Here's to
Edgar, Allan, and the Fox: A plus.

The Warning/Laser Film was two films in one. The warning part
featured segments of The Mothers of Invention's. old Freak-Out
album on the sound-track and Motherly· warnings on the screen
such as, "Warning: Viewing experimental films may be hazardous
to your health." Part two was a light show (remember them?)
created with lasers on film backed with the Jefferson Starship's
By J. Ware
Hyperdrive; altogether a nostalgic boogaloo down memory lane.
Gonzo journalist Dr. Hunter
One star for trying to bring back the Summer-of-Love before its time. Thompson appeared here Thursday
night, courtesy of the UNM
This is No Movie is another example of a film derived from a rock Speaker's
Committee.
Dr.
tune: "Y,!Ju Got to Move" by the Stones. Less a light show than a tour- Thompson is the author of several
de-force of animation technique, ... No Movie gets four stars for books, semi-fiction and semi-fact,
bringing much from little. As quality art should, the film begs verbal on various subjects ranging from
description.
Presidential campaigns and drugs
David Fox owes anyone who saw 2001 every star he ever got. His to Hell's Angels. Until Thursday
blatant theft of Kubrick's imagery (the monolith being the most ob- evening he was also the Worldvious example) coupled with his obvious imitation of Kubrick's Affairs Editor for Rolling Stone.
lighting style and camera angles were a sorry spectacle. The film's However, upon arriving for his
title, Omega, hopefully hints that this was Fox's last film and its in- lecture, he announced his
clusion on the bill rendered the program's "Experimental "appellation resignation, definitely to be his
final one. He has previously
void.
resigned by his own estimation 6 or
To See or Not to See, a cartoon from Canada, offered an interesting 7 times.
summation of every psychology class you will ever take: the value of
This was partly what drew the
the bluff, and a warning not to try to bluff steamrollers. Four stars crowd Thursday night, but the
and a case of Twinkies to the boys in Toronto.
larger attraction was to see this
Five stars for the slickest editing this side of a Coca-Cola com- semi-legendary underground hero.
me~cial goes to Rer;lay, a short documentary about the already quaint America has always loved her
topic: The GeneratiOn Gap. Tinted clips of flappers from the Twenties outlaws, as is evidenced by the
spliced next to interviews of oldsters condemning contemporary popularity of many music stars
morality sounds like old stuff but it came off well and was a pleasure proclaiming this image. The cult of
to watch.
the outlaw seems to grow stronger
as
the country becomes more
!he audienc~ appla~se meter tipped the highest for Hanof Gold, an
structured.
ammated versiOn of 'I om Paxton's classic ballad. The cartoon was a
This is the image that Hunter
st.raight visual narrative of the Paxton song about the American and
Thompson
has assumed with the
V~et Cong ~quads who find herbal grounds for agreement. Three stars
various
props
to go along, Wild
for the perwd-piece.
Turkey, .357 magnum and a
All the old experimental film buffs rolled up their sleeves and took legendary consumption of drugs.
another toke when the title for Bunuel and Dali's 1928 masterpiece Un The idea of flaunting authority
Chien Andalou flashed on the screen, but hoots, catcalls, and even a appeals to each of us, but more of
cry of "Fraud" from the balcony greeted the unskillful censoring of us choose to allow others the
the famous cutting-the-eyeball-with-a-razor shot. The ending was privilege and consequences of
completely different from any other print I'd seen of the film and defiance. Hunter Thompson is
many important parts were missing. I'm confused about it, and much more than a writer or
Salvador Dali's already given himself enough stars, so I'll pass on this journalist: he's an image perone.
sonified. Fortunately, Thompson is
Thank You Masked Man, like Hanoi Gold, was a cartoon illustration also an articulate, thoughof a record: Lenny Bruce's lampoon on the Lone Ranger. You can even provoking individual.
The questioning and the evening
hear the nightclub audience iaughing on the soundtrack. Again, most
of the creativity remained with the original, but I'll give three stars
for an irreverent homage to St. Lenny.

Hunter Thompson: Outlaw Hero

Bilingual Programming

Tales of Mystery and Imagination:
Edgar A /Ian Poe/The A /an Parsons
Project/20th Century/T-508
Review by George Gesner
Edgar Allan Poe was brilliant. So
how could any concept album
based on the mystery and
imagination of Poe be anything but
brilliant?
Introduce Alan Parsons the
producer, as well as one of the
many guitarists and vocalists on the
album. Production buffs may
remember Parsons as the Producer
of the Beatles' Abbey Road, Dark
Side of the Moon by Pink Floyd,
Modem Times by AI Stewart, and
several albums from such notables
as the Hollies, Wings, Cockney
Rebel, Ambrosia and John Miles.
Parsons, with the help of Eric
Woolfson (architect and executive
producer) and Andrew Powell
(rock orchestra conductor of the
decade), pens some wonderful
pieces.
The following list of names add
another dimension of fine
musicianship to the album: on bass,
David Paton and Darryl Runswick;
Stuart Tosh on drums; and some of
the best vocalists around, John
Miles, Arthur Brown and Terry
Sylvester.
The album starts with "A Dream
Within A Dream," a soft flowing
instrumental.
The
rolling
keyboards and soaring guitar and
strings are especially nice for the
album's introduction.
One side of the single from this
album is "The Raven." A unique
piece of equipment called a harmony vocoder is used to produce a
strong mysterious effect to the
song. Processions ;md periods of
enchanting solo vocals outpour
"nevermore."'
The heaviest piece on the album,
equipped with shrieks and whatever
else the voice is capable of, is "Tell
Tale Heart." The middle section

By Kathryn Gabriel-Mead
Nov. 8: Clancy Street Boys, Easts1de K1ds
And now for something completely different,
Nov. 10: Rain with Joan Crawford
the Student Activities Center free daytime film
Nov. 15: Blondie
committee presents the Eastside Kids, Tyrone Nov. 17: The Eddie Duchin Story starring
Power; Kim Novak and Bette Davis beginning Tyrone Power and Kim Novak
Sept; 13 iii the SUB theater, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Nov. 22: Blondie in Society
Mondays will be reserved for comedies. Classics
Nov. 29: Parade featuring Bugs Bunny, Road
and oldies will be sh.own on Wednesdays.
Runner, Donald Duck and Porky Pig
The first of the free daytime movies will be: The
Dec. 1: A double feature, Bundle of Joy starring
Incredible Jewel Robbery, The New Janitor, and Debbie Reynolds and Eddie F}sh~r, and ~tar in the
Berth Marks.
Night, an Academy-Award wmnmg Christmas carThe free daytime film schedule is as follows:
toon.
Sept. 15: Life With Father
ASUNM funds the film committee with Gail
Sept. 22: Knock On Any Door
. Renie as the chairperson.
Sept. 27: Blondie, with Arthur Lake, Penny
Singleton and Daisy
The Student Activities Center also sponsors
Sept. 29: Rebel Without a Cause
free video tapes in the SUB Ballroom from 10 a.m.
Oct. 4: A Mel Brooks film, The Twelve Chairs to 3 p.m. There is one _movie per week which. is
starringRonMoody
shown every day. Magwal Mystery Tour begms
Oct. 6: King Rat
to_da;y and will be shown all week. Other movies
Oct. 18: Auntie Mame starring Rosalind Russell w!llmclude:
and Forrest Tucker
The week of Sept. 13: Groove ~ube
Oct. 20: Of Human Bondage with Bette Davis The_ week of Sept. 20: Mtghty Mouse-Ace
and Leslie Howard
Trucktng Co.
Oct. 25: Bowery at Midnight featuring the East- The week of Oct. 4: The Producers . .
.
side Kids
The week of Oct. 11: New Country with Kris
Oct. 27: Svengali
Kristofferson and Rit~ Coolidge
Nov. 1: Bowery Champs with the Eastside Kids
The week of Oct. 18. Rod ~tewart sho~s
Nov. 3: The Virgin and the Gypsy with Franco The week ~f Oct. 25: Enc Clapton w1th Cream
Nero
and NFL Folhes

i
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rambled on ana so a1d Thompson,
as the ducking behind the podium
became more freque·nt and the
questions less so. The evening not
so much wound up as ran down.
The consensus of the people I

talked to was, "I sure wish they
would pay me to get loaded and
ramble." In spite of this bit of
envy, the crowd was satisfied and
entertained by Thompson from
start to finish.

Specializing in
Backpacking &
Mountaineering
l
Featuring
Kelty
Gerry
Vas que
Camp7
Frostline
North Face
Sierra Design
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The show ended with the European version of Magical Mystery
Tour, one of the few true experiments on the program. The
management advised the viewers that the inclusion of three songs,
"Baby You're a Rich Man," "All You Need is Love," and "Only a Northern Song" added "unbelievable improvements in the (film's) continuity," but by ?:;30 a.m. it was hard to tell. More interesting was
Charles Brllverman's 15-minute History of the Beatles which prefaced
MMT. It is a montage documenting in brief clips the group's progress
from Liverpool to "Let It Be," so well edited that even the inevitable
Ed Sullivan interview is palatable. Underlining the "world's greatest
experimental film festival" with Beatles convinced me the Sixties was
a hell of a decade, but the sum viewing all these antiques (Vietnam;
the Mop-tops, even Star Trek) as the supposed vanguard of film
technique makes me wonder just when the Seventies are going to
begin.

.,

6307 Menaul N.E.
Albuq. N.M. 87110
881-5223
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Defense,
Turf
Sparkle
The UNM football team tested its
offense, defense and new turf at the
first scrimmage ever on the new turf
at University Stadium and only one
thing is for certain: The turf was
surely a winner.
The defense outshined the offense by stopping most of the
drives. The turf looked best of all
after the scrimmage as all doubts
about the durability of the playing
surface were erased.
Lobo coach Bill Mandt was
pleased with the defensive work,
but was still concerned about the
offense. He said the Lobos were
still making too many fumbles.
Mandt said the Lobos would do
more scrimmaging this week and
then taper off next week in
preparation for the opener Sept. 18
in El Paso against UTEP.

The action was mostly by the defense in Friday's first
scrimmage on the new turf at University Stadium. Above,
a Lobo back about to be brought down frpm behind was

I

tvpical of the play. Below, magic Preston Dennard shows
some more of his tricks with a brilliant catch.

Wolfpups Drop Scrimmage 17-9;
Look to Home Clash Saturday

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
DoiJate Twice w.,.,,<UJI

Blood
Plasma

.......... , ..:-...~~--;:·c~

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

:e
d.!

r•

l

j

Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

The first test for the turf during a
home game will come Sept. 25
against Texas Tech at 7:30p.m.

,.

By David Belling
The UNM freshman football team opened its
season with a 17-9 loss to Fort Lewis College in a
controlled scrimmage Saturday in D11rango, Colo.
The Lobos scored on a quarterback sneak by
Ben Shultz from a foot out capping a 70-yard drive.
Alan Moore kicked the extra point. The Lobos got
their other two points on a safety when Fort Lewis
attempted to punt. The center made a bad snap
and the punter was forced to fall on the ball in the
end zone.
Fort Lewis scored on a 40-yard screen pass
down the left sideline. Their other touchdown was
set-up on a 25-yard run by the quarterback on the
option with the fullback going over from one yard
for the touchdown.
UNM coach Reese Smith said he was "well
pleased with everybody's effort. That's what we
were looking for." Smith said, "Both quarterbacks
were throwing the ball well," but receivers dropped some' passes that were in their hands. He said
the Lobos had good short-side running but needed
better blocking.
On defensive the Lobos who proved effective
were middleguard Coleman Berry, linebacker Bob
Shupryt, safety John Gustafson and linebacker
Joe Juraszek.

The Lobos suffered several injuries in the game.
Linebacker Greg Neubeck reinjured a knee when
it went out as he cut. Shultz slightly injured his
sternum. It is not yet known if either will be able
to play this Saturday.
Smith said he wants to have his team work on
defensive recognition and to work against play action passes this week.
The Lobos open their home season Saturday at
7:30 p.m. when Mesa Community College from
Mesa, Ariz., takes on the Wolfpups in University
Stadium.

Mesa Chicana
Fall Fiesta
All UNM Chicano
Graduate Students
Invited
New And Old
We're
looking for a
few good college
men who will make good
Marine Officers. It's a test of
body, brain and spirit: If you've got
it, prove it.lf you want it, work .for it. if
you think you're a leader, show us. That's our
challenge. The only promise we make is that you'll be
running is good company.

Openings are available for December graduates to atte~d Officer Candidate School in January and February 1977. For more detatls on these and
other Officer Candidate Programs contact the Marine Officer Selection Team in
the Student Union Building on September 7 or 8, from 9:00a.m. to 2:00p.m., or call
the Marine Officer Selection Team at 766·2816, or at 766-3387

F
Food-Drinks
Live Music-Dancing
Friday Sept.10, 1976

7:00p.m.
R.S.V.P. 898-7167 or 266-7430

==

.,Stranger In A
Strange Land'
By Tim Gallagher
The stranger felt lost, yet he
knew where he was. The bizarre
scene before him made him feel that
he stood on untrodden ground,
He was at his university; he knew
that. The field was familiar; he'd
played on it before. And yet in
front of him unfolded a s~ene such
as he'd never witnessed.
The men, all in white shirts and
long white pants, were choosing
sides for a game. The stranger
expected it to be much like baseball
since he'd chosen sides in similar
fashion many years ago in a faraway place called Brooklyn.
But after the players had been
picked \hey marched out to the field
while their opponents applauded
from
the sidelines. "How
unusual," thought the stranger. In
all the games he'd ever seen the
opponents never cheered the other
teams, they razzed them. Thought
the stranger, "What a classy game
this be."
Hesitantly, he asked a bystander.
"What say you, sir? What do they
call this meeting?" "Cricket,"
replied the bystander.
"Where say you it is from?"
demanded the stranger.
"From Britain it developed. It's
played all over; India, West Indies,
Britain and now in the United
States."
His words came in a British
accent and yet his dark skin confused the stranger. "How be it that
a dark-skinned fellow such as
ld
k ·
Bntis
··h
yourselfand
shouknow
spea
In a
tongue
so much
about
crocket?"

1~.,••~.~s

A healthy body is a sound
mind. The University of New
Mexico Intramural/Campus
Recreation program provides
every student, faculty and staff
members the chance to participate in sports activities and
gem•ral recreation.
The intramural program is
divided into six areas: 1) informal
recreation,
2)
recreational
clinics, 3) co-recreational activities, 5)4)team
individual
and dual
sports,
competition
and
6) camping equipment rental.
In the 1975·76 school year
10,800 student, faculty and staff
took advantag~ of the
- informal
rPcrl'ation
program.
ThE'
program indudes swimming
pool, tE"nnis courts, wE"ight room
facilities, combat room and handhall courts.
Tht•re are thre£> gyms on campus available for open recreation
for students, faculty and staff
onlv. Johnson Gvmnasium's main
gy~ and weight room is opt•n
Monday through Friday 5:30
p.m. to 9:15 p.m. while the
auxiliary gym is open 7:30p.m. to
9:15 p.m. Carlisi!' Gymnasium,
north of th<• GPology Bldg., is

! ]Ttlla ~t

"That's cricket, old boy. I'm
from India and l see you have little
knowledge of world history. During
the British occupation of India the
Englishmen taught the game to the
inhabitants."
The
stranger
watched
bewilderedly as
the game
progressed.
There were two wickets set up
about 40 feet apart. The pitcher
(bailer he was called by the participants of the game) would charge
up from behind the wickets and in a
windmill motion fire the ball
directly overhead toward the other
wicket. Meanwhile, a batter would
stand at the other wicket with a 30inch, flat-faced bat and try to hit
the ball. If he hit it, then he would
run to the other wicket and touch it
with his stick. They were out only if
the ball was caught on the fly or if a
batter swung and missed.
"They're only allowed one
strike," mused the stranger. "That
hardly seems fairJ•
The stranger' had analyzed the
game and now had some observations. "This is a very highclass game," he told the bystander.
"One might expect to see Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers playinr;
this game after stepping off the
dance floor.
"Yet I can't help feeling very
alienated from it. rt's not an
American game an d t he accents are
mind-baffling. 1 keep expecting to
see Alec Guiness leading a group of
5.000 Pith-helmeted, red-suited
British soldiers over a hill now at
anytime. This heat is too much for
me. You must pardon me if! leave

"The bizarre scene before (the stranger! made him feel that he stood on untrodden
ground." This was LOBO sports editor Tim Gallagher's reaction to a cricket match. See
story, left.

Daily Lobo ·

for I have seen quite enough, thank

Candidacy Applications for the 1976-77 President and Chairperson of the Graduate Student
Association will be accepted from Sept. 7-15
in Room 248. SUB. All ~raduate students are
eligible for these positions.

"Yes sir, good day," said the
bystander as the stranger walked
off. "We'll be breaking soon for
lunch. You know what they say
about mad dogs and Englishmen."
"Yes," muttered the stranger as
- - ,
he headed for the nearest 1'~~~~~~~~~~~-~·~~~~~~~~~~"'11
McDonald's. "I've had enough ~
,,
noonday sun."
r
l

I
II
I

(EDITOR'S NOTE: You are not
expected to accept any of the
preceding as fact. Firsthand expcrience is almost always better.
The
UNM Cricket
on Saturdays
at theClub
fieldspractices
east of r1
Johnson Gym.)

B 00 k Bags $1 50

recreational department has a
variety of sports equipment and
supplies to be used on a r.heck·out
basis. Camping equipment can
also be checked out for those
lovers of nature. A deposit is
rE"quirr>d which is returned after
the equipment is returned.
If competition is in your blood,
the Intramural Department of·
fers a variety of 81 different
sports that range from America's
favorite pastimes football, softhall, basketball, and tennis to

BUY1
GET1

II
I

Excellent assortment of other
.
k
Book Bags m stoc
3025 Central NE
By The Lobo Theatre

~.~~~!~,~~~,, !:?,r,. ~~!~,!
6:30 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. All three
gyms are open Saturday and
Sunday 12 noon to 4:45p.m.
The swimming pool is open for
students, faculty and staff only
Mon d ay t h roug h F n'd ay 7 a.m. t o
3:30 p.m. The pool is also open
those days 5:30 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday 12
noon to 4:45 p.m. when children
and guests are welcome.
University persons need not
he discouraged
lackintramural
of equipmcnt
to recreate.byThe

!

•

I

l

':j'

soccer, water polo, skiing, fen- ~
PORATION
r
cing, raquetball, and gymnastics.
COR
l
Approximately 8500 persons 1.~~~~~~~-·-~~~~~~·--~--~~-...r
participated in the Intramural · ·
..
program in the 75·76 school year.
Prescriptions filled
.,
;&
~
Intramural sports are divided in·
•
to four categories: men's,
lenses replac~ed.......
women's, co-recreational and
faculty-staff
~
·~·
.
The intramural department
~
'
•. . '] J'
director isby
Fred
Perez
and he is
"'
assisted
five
professional
~,....coordinators and a full-time
Mon
secretary.
Students
hired by
9
9
the department
as are
lifeguards,
G
11 701 Menaul N F.
sports officials, field
and
ym
d
k
d
NE
supervisors, an
wor -stu Y
5 11 Wyom'1ng
265 -3668
265 -3667
clE"rical aids.
N ew 0 f f ice 4523 4th NW 345-5301 - •
•
ThE" intramural program has
•
-.,...
something for evl'ryhody and
welcomes all univ!'rsity persons
r!'gardless of their individual
abilities. The intramural office is
in room 230 Johnson Gym. If you
need more information call 2774847 or thP rE"creation hotline
277·4346.

FREE

§:.1,!1(1 ]'.

r-

.-SatO.. PTalmC_I ApNm S
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JOBS
JOBS
JOBS

This WeE"k:

Spiced Ice

For Appointment
Call
Ron or Sheila

UNCLE NASTY'S

255-3279

"A Good Place To Make Friends"
CentraiS.E.

Tot '!\~1

Attention

you."

Sebring
Certified

'('J(IRf'St ~{'bring~ l10p

·

. Sports.·

flair llenigna

2914 Central Ave. S.K

·

Plenty of .employment
positions still available for
students with or for the
New Mexico Student Union
Call: MAINTENANCE DEPT. 277-3034
Or: FOOD SERVICES 277-2811
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rat,.,•: 15 cenls per word per day, ooe dollar
minimurJ. _-\dverlir~ementa run five or morP
tonsen~L.i -,·e days with no changes, nine ten·
lo per "'ord per day (no refund• if cancelled
before five in~tertions). CI.Hsified ad·
vertisement.H must be p•id in advance.
Marroa llall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified 1\dvertioiog, lJNM Box. 20,
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131

1.

PERSONALS

THANKS tu all my frllow l'NM Stuel<•nts for hrlp
inr; L.l'. Goodhuy S<'ll anothrr r<'rord. 371ll Crn
trat Nr: larross from f'at llumphrry'•l. tfn
GYPSY CANDLI•: IU:STAlli!ANT. Homr rook
ing-, Europran 8: S(•afond. AJso vrgt•tarian, f!SP
rntrrtainmrnt. 299 01~1. 9 ·7
A[){:[,T IIALI,ET. Jazz and modrrn danrr rlass<'S
availabl<'. l"ivr minutes from rampus. Srhnlar
ships for boys availablr. !laydrn Srhool of llallrt,
4139 I'rosprrt Strrrt NF:, 26R 6561. 9; 7
- --THE: BEST PRICED Junrh in town: foot long hot
dogs,35¢,11·3 Oki<'s. 9!30
-- -TIIF: MI"o!E EXPERIMENT pt•rlorming arts rol
lcrtivr uffrrs fall workshop beginning Srptrmbrr
11 in mimC" acting, rrf'ativc dramatics, rolk danrr,
belly danrc. juggling, b<'ginning guitar. Call 842
1080. 9117
CONVICT IN ~'LORIDA !'rison wishes to hi'Or
from fernal(l rorrPspondrnts, write Dawson
Nowton #030489. P.O. Box 747 54.0262, Starke,
Fla. 32091 "Old !'nit." 9.'7

MOBILAIRE PORTA HI,~: FAN 20"x20" $17.00.

OVER 330 n!,ACK men and women havr bern
killed in South Afrira since May. Stop tJ.S. tradt•
with South Afrka.Writryour('ongrt•ssman. 9 9

2HIOUR DHllG STORE-Community Drug.
5100 Indian Srhool Rd. NE. Dennis S. Pena, Rl'h
ll'NM 571 owner. 9' 13

BICYCI,ES: LOWEST PRICES on High quality
biryrles. Some used, somr on sal<'.
Hallett's
843 9378. trn

('IIROMr: I>ININC: HOOM sot, two <apt a in rhairs,
lour rt•gular rhairs $05.00.

ROSA'S CANTINA NF:F:DS afternoon rruisrrs,
25¢ draws till? p.m. R67 99R3. 9. 9

TAP 'JAZZ CLMiHF:S nrar llNM. Exprrirnred
professional instruction 2·12 3422. 9 '10

20 POHTAII!,E TV's, $30 to $60. 4·11 WyominJ:'
Nf~. 205 5987. 10 lH

POHTABJ,E
0201. 913

Imn:s! mm:s! HillF:S! ... 26ii 9R60 or 130314·19

LOOK. Color TV Jell for rt•pair hill, Ilir; srrrt•n,
as,umt• payment• of $7 prr month, no int<'rt•,t,
235 7534. 9· 7

5.

Am: YOtl 'l'Ol'<HI r:Not'Gll'! Jr sn, t'NM Hughy
nrt•d• you. Johnson I!uildinr;. ·1:~0 6:00p.m. Tm•'
day & Th urs<lay. 9 7

OHTIIOIJOX IIAHAI ~'AITI! now holdinK fire
"dr.s :\Iunday' H:tJO Jt.m .. lflR [l Mattie• .:•a:, rail

2·12 1591 for infurmatinn. H 7
IF YO!' I! A \.'[o; brrn or want to be• invoiV<"d in
A.F.S. ph•a(jt• r.alllJ(lnisl' 29!J 0:.!22. 9 H
('()!\<If: TO TIU: durk pond! This Thur>day at
12:20! 9 7
Ar;ortA t:NM STI'IJF:!'iT Crisis Center 277 31l13
or rom<' by tltr NW C'ornrr l\lr'3 Vista. 913

Yt IJ,r'IJ.I,:.JF:NT OF' PHOllllSf:S! At !Itt• durk
pond Thursday!

2.

9 7

LOS'f & FOUND

I"Ol'ND: Your Ill F'ranre•s lr<'nt• Sandoval.
Claim Rm 131 Marron Hall. 9 R
FOt!ND M!HRORF:Il I'Ht:SCHTPTION gla,.rs
outsid<' Ortrga Hall. Claim Marron Hall 131. 9 ·g
FOlfND CALCl!!,ATOH CAL!, Shannon
0792. 9.!13

3.

2~3

SERVICES

PASSPOHT, rr>r:NT!FIGATION PHOTOS.
Lowrst prirrs in town! !"ast. pleasing, nrar tlNM.
Call 265-2444 or rome to 1717 Girard lllvd. N!o:.
tfn

6fJ7U.

9 7

BF:l.LY IIANf'I!I<C: CLASSES. $ii w<•t•kly at the
BlU<•I!arrrm 255 1967. 9 15
!.SAT !I<!C'AT f:XAMS. l'rt•pare now. C'all l'ro
f"'"onal f:du.·ators of Nc•w ~1r•xiro. Inr. M2
'i20fJ. tfn
I!Ol'HI-: I'Al!'iTI:OW wtr·rinr, extf'rictr, quali
fiNl. lm••pr•nsi•·r, quirk. t•vrning' HU~ 0~10. 9 7

HAHHY'H r:I,r:('TBO!'il(' ru:PAIH, IlK San
l'rdrn SI•:, 265 O:J:l5. Color T\'s, tap<' de•rks,,tor<•e>,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install hurJ(Iar alarms.
10•11 di,rount lor studr•nts with
tluirk serliirc•.
p,,.d T\'sfor sal<>. 9 7

rn.

Sf'[o;AK I"RF::.IC'H! 1-'rrnrh nativr and rxperionre•d
trarhrr will hrlp you oxprr<s yoUf'olf in Frenrh.
Informal trarhing $10 p<'r 2 hour lr"on. ('all
\'ivianr 255 2577. 9:7
Br:I,[,y IMNC!NG ('LASHF:S. F'rrr introdurtorv
lessons, shake your lift• up. Rebekah 891!1965.
•

9 '/j

lllAHSAGr: 9 6, 298 4718. Juan.

!Oi!R

MO'l'IIF:H TRt'CKimS .STI!DF:NT moving and
haulinr;, d<'pt•ndablr, r<'liable. Call mom at 299
1501 <'Vrnings. 9;]3

4.

n.e.

U:ATIIEH CHAPS, F'ry<' booh, both new •·ondi
lion. Call Trrry 26ii 05:J~. 9 7
:nt:HF:O ma'ARTMf:NT. ('lc>'ing all 197fl m•w
"''trrc•u r'IJ111prn(•nl. PiunP<'r .. !'ansui rN"('JV(lr.~. H
trark. rt•rl to rt•e•J,, CII<., <•tr. ·10 to r,oo.;, utr whilt•
t}wy last. 2:i3 7il:J:;.

1!17·1

9 7

~l'PI-:H BEI•:TI,t<:, only 13,500
$~.;9;;, Ilrurn S<'t with rymbals,

rnilrs, likt•
$165. 19~·1
II lk :\!arlin guitar, hf'autiful rondition, $1000.
266 4567, 277 640-L 9 7
nPw.

!I<Jo;('('lll ZW ZAG. 1976 s<·winr; marhinr makrs
huttonhol<·s. ovrrrast. embroiders, blind ht•ms
without attarhmrnts. $39 or paymrnt.s of $9, no
intrn•sl, 25:i 753L 9 '7
I!OYAI, f:J,F:C'TRIC OF'f'H'I-: Typewriter, re
ronditionrd, like now, $175, or Irad<' for Smith·
('nrona porta hi<', k77 7611. 9 '8
1975 HONDA ('B200 Motorryrle-70mpg. wind
.shirld, saddleba~:s. mint rondition, 5200 mi. 296·
·1430. 9 H
.

-

-

HA!<iGGI,IIJER 17 F't Std. likr n<'w, $250, 296
196~.

9/8

TR!llMPH TRIDENT 750rr, 1974, exrrllenl
rondition, tunrd 10 August 76. Loss than 5,000
milrs, 265 429R <•venings. 9fl0

FORSALE

gNCYCLOJ'EDIA BRITANNICA ... ONf: sd
availablr at $500.00. 15th f;dition published 1974.
[,ist l'rirr $699.00. Call Da VI' at 877 3955. 9/9

SF:LF CONTAINI':D POHTAIILE. Strrro !apr
player Sony model 240, $100.00, strrro turntable
Garrard modrl 75!1 syMrolab with M 91 E rar·
tridJ:'<' rxrrllrnt rondition $75.00. R.C.A. 6' ronsolr
stereo oxrrllent rondition $150.00.4 B.F. Goodrich
tires st<'ol·bdtrd radials $20.00. Ladies bike St•ars
Froc• Spirit 5 sprrd hlur 2 year old. Good oondition
$50.00. Call 292 0569 aftrr G:30. 9110
VJ:VITAH 201Jmm 'fto:Ll-:PIIOTO Jrns. T4 .systrrn.
$50.00. 265 0326. 9} 7

Lab a
Classifieds

~.

I

A1'THACTIVf: ROO?>I,l'RIVA Tf: ••ntranrr, hal h,
eh•an. SJ•:, .shaJ:', refrir;erator. 291l fl1tll<. 9 10
('!T/IIIEL APAHT~Il-:NTS An apartrnrnt rom
plt•x for the• young and thr youn~r 1r1 h•arl. l!t•nts
'tart ~t Sl·lli. l,arr:• swimminJ:' pool. I-:llirit•nrit•s
& 1 bdrm availahlr, furnished or unlurnishe·d.
Walking clistanrt• to {'NM, lli20 Fni,·t·rSity :o<f:,
2-1:J 2-194. 9 H

6.

EMPLOYMENT

MOI':-.iTA!NSI!lF: nH'A is hiring rollt•g•• m<'n &
woml'n to work part limt:• ac; roun~rlor· roarh~N
w elementary srhool ag<•d rhildrrn, in !liE hrir;ht~
nutrrarh program. f'or pl'rsonal intPrvi~w ron tart
H••x Smith 292 2298. Deadline: 9 13 76. 9 7
FN!Tf:ll f'AHCF:r, sgRVI<'F: is am•pting art
plirations lor part·time ;obg. }'or an appointmt•nt
call 3·14·6232 on Wrdnrsdays brtwern 8 a.m.
12 noon. 9.tJ5
PAHT TIM~; W AITRF:SS Wanted from 11:00
2:00. Apply in person at Drli Mart !I, 5111 Mrnaul
NF:. 9;8
WAJTm:ssF:s WANn!D, apply
Trianglo Lounge, aftrrnoon. 9/R

SIMMONS STI•:I•:T, LOliNGI-:: Singlr in Day:
Convrrts to tlouble at night. Coil springs tufted.
mattress. $25.00.

prrMn,

I'ART THIH: ,)(JIJ. Graduatr studrnts only. Must
hP ovt•r 21 yrars old. NN•d t wn part-tinw t'mploy
eos for day work. Also hav<' positions lor Friday
& Saturday nir;hts. Apply in prrson only. No
phont• ralls plt•asf'. Sa vr Way f,iiJUOr Stort'So 5704
Lomas NI•c, 5516 :1-1<•naul Nt:. 9; 1a

7.

SO\fTIH:HN COLORADO HIVE!llo'HONT, lots
or arrrag£l. tJliJHil's, fishing, nc:tr ski nr('a. rhoirf'
wildrrnrs~. Prirrd right, trrms or rash. 255.
1729. 9/L1

in

llNM STFDI<:NTS. F:xrrllont part timr inwmr
organi>.ing .sample salrs o( Very popular dothiOJ:'
lim• lot incll'JII'ndl'nt sal<•s Hrp. ('Jothing f:xprr
i<•nre n<'rt•ssary. 29.J 2101, 9·1pm only. 9/9

l97ol CAI'IU v 6 fcXn:J.I,I•:NT rondition. 16,000
rni. t'ali20H 7•1Hl Larry. 9/20

MOl!NTA!N BOOTS, GA!.IBIAR Vt•rrors, siZf'
R' '· Worn twirt•, Truly fine• hollis, rail Di<•k H•l2·
5:!17. 9.<H
•

Wanders

f:X('EPTIONAL t'AMII.Y I!(J~H: in nutsland
ing t'nivNsity neighborhood nvailahJ,. for leaS<'
thru end of 1977 "<llnm<·r se•,siun, X9H 2(}9ii I'W
nings. 9 10

Hl!i2altt·r~:00only.

I' \NAt>ONH' sn:nr-:o, I'OitTAIJL~: TYN:
WH!Tf:It, diving tank. atm,v trnt. Hoasonnhl<·
or your ofll'r. k77 279·1. 917

lll"xl8" $12.00, 2G6·

FORRENT

IU:t'OH!lS AND TAI'BS-J:oorl priro, J:'OOd sr·
Jrrtion, good prnple•, Ll' Goodbuy, 3701 Central
NF: farro'" from f'at I!umphrry'sl. 9/1!

HONIJA ('L17fl fN storage 2 yts. f:xt•t•llrrl( ronrli
linn. :\!ile•agr 2200. wk 277 ·194H. Allrr 6 I'M
~696521. 9il5

Wark

llAHIIE(T~;

I'AHT TIM!•: WOJtK. $·lOD.OO monthlv, rail 2•12
917
·

TRAVEL

!>A \'Jo: GAS! nt!JI•:ns will e·ut t•xp<•nsrs nnd rlriv
it>g hy om• half! !Jrivrrs fil•• frr<' at Hidrhm• :!Ofi
9Hti0, t:IO:llH9 titl70. 9·10
FJ,Y TO !WHOPI•:, Asia, Afri<a im•xpensivr•Jy,
rPh;illly. J.:u r;Iil Pil<>:ows, r· t c•. I•'nr ftrrt h{•l' il1 rorma
finn on hudgC'l lrav('l ronl:trl. Tnt<•rrontirU'illal
Travt•l ('r•ntr<• 11117 (;irarel Blvd Sl•:. !iuilr 1.1
:.!5!) r;x;m. !l 'H

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTJ.;JJ '1'0 lltrY usrd rlolhing, imparL vin

tat:(', C'thnit-, 2011 5275.

9;R

!,()Sf•: WTOIGII1', 6·Wc·rk progrnm romhining
group rounsrling, hehavior modiiiration nnd n1rn·
tal rt•lormal :on of ho<ly image. Phone 883·3687.

9il3

•

